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Early Elementary

Fictional Favorites

Elephant and Piggie: Biggie! 1 and 2

Dragon Series

Hardcover

Paperback

From award-winning, best-selling author and
illustrator Mo Willems comes a bind-up of five
Elephant & Piggie adventures to spark
early-readers' imaginations.

Narwhal and Jelly Series
Paperback

From Dav Pilkey, creator of the New York
Times bestselling Dog Man and Captain Underpants
series, comes Dragon, the heartwarming hero adored by
Dav's youngest readers!

Narwhal is a happy-go-lucky narwhal. Jelly is a
no-nonsense jellyfish. Join Narwhal and Jelly as they
discover the whole wide ocean together.

Unicorn and Yeti Series

Flubby Series

Paperback

Paperback

Best friends Unicorn and Yeti have
lots of fun together. These
laugh-out-loud stories with
full-color artwork, speech bubbles,
and easy-to-read text throughout
are perfect for new readers!

The charming illustrations, simple text, and
comic-like panels by J. E. Morris,
0author-illustrator of the Maud the Koala
books, make this a unique format with a
narrative style perfect for storytime and
progressing readers.

Fly Guy Series
Hardcover

In his signature style, Tedd Arnold delivers a fun, wacky story about a fly who's
so smart that he can say a boy's name
(Buzz!), win an award, and be Buzz's good
friend.

Magic Tree House
Series

Cat Kid Comic Club
Series
Hardcover

These heartfelt, humorous,
and thoughtful graphic
novels by award-winning
author and artist Dav Pilkey
will have readers of all ages
motivated to unleash their
own creativity.

Dog Man Series

Paperback

Hardcover

Read the #1 bestselling
chapter book that
started it all! Magic.
Mystery. Time-travel.
Get whisked back in
time in the magic tree
house with Jack and
Annie!

Dav Pilkey's wildly popular
Dog Man series appeals to
readers of all ages and
explores universally
positive themes, including
empathy, kindness,
persistence, and the
importance of being true to
one's self.

Crabby Series
Paperback

This series is part of Scholastic's early reader line,
Acorn, aimed at children who are learning to
read. With comic speech bubbles and full-color
artwork throughout, Geisel Award Honoree
Jonathan Fenske's early reader series is sure to be
a hit with new readers!
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Classic Stories

Alaskan Artist

Cars and Trucks and
Things That Go
Hardcover

It's time to start your
engines in this Richard
Scarry classic all about
vehicles!
We Are Water Protectors
Hardcover

Where the Wild Things
Are

A powerful picture book that
weaves an urgent call to action
with a timely story about
protecting nature's most
sacred resource from harm
and corruption.

Corduroy

Hardcover

The Giving Tree

Where the Wild Things
Are is fifty years old! Let the
wild rumpus continue as
this classic comes to life as
never before with new
reproductions of
Maurice Sendak's artwork.

Hardcover

This moving
parable—a perennial
favorite—
demonstrates the gift
of giving and the
capacity to love.

Hardcover

Celebrate 50 years of this
irresistible childhood classic, a
heartwarming story about a little
bear and a little girl finding the
friend they have always wanted in
each other.

Oh the Places You’ll Go!
Hardcover

If You Give a Mouse a Cookie

From soaring to high heights
and seeing great sights to
being left in a Lurch on a
prickle-ly perch, Dr. Seuss
addresses life’s ups and downs
with his trademark humorous
verse and whimsical
illustrations.

Hardcover

The classic book that started it all is
back and better than ever in a newly
reformatted edition to match the
mega-selling If You Give a Moose a
Muffin, and If You Give a Pig a
Pancake.

Social/Emotional Skills

Spaghetti in a Hot Dog Bun:
Having the Courage To Be
Who You Are
Paperback

The best book for teaching
kindness and confronting bullying.

Berry Song
Hardcover

Caldecott Medalist
Michaela Goade's first
self-authored book is a
gorgeous celebration
of the land she knows
well.

Little Blue Truck Makes a Friend

Scaredy Squirrel

Hardcover

Paperback

Beep! Beep! Have you heard the news?
There is someone new on the farm!

Hardcover

A comical story of an endearing
squirrel who learns what can
happen when he's brave enough
to take a risk.

The Magical Yet is the
perfect tool for parents
and educators to turn a
negative into a positive.

The Magical Yet
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Full of Facts

Ordinary People Change the World;
Stories Change the World
Hardcover

Brain Quest Workbooks K-2
Workbook

Loved by kids, teacher approved, and parent
trusted, Brain Quest reviews and reinforces what
kids are learning in the classroom in an instantly
engaging, entertaining way.

From Martin Luther King, Jr., and Rosa Parks, who
stood up against racial injustice, to the newest
heroes in the series, Anne Frank and Benjamin
Franklin, this series includes a role model for
every reader. The Stories Change the World
series retells beloved, iconic fictional tales of
heroism

DK findout!
Paperback

Vetted by educational consultants, the DK
findout! series drives kids ages 6–9 to become
experts on more than 30 of their favorite STEM
- and history-related subjects, whether Vikings,
volcanoes, or robots.

National Parks
Guide U.S.A.
Paperback

The National
Geographic Kids
National Parks Guide
U.S.A. is the perfect
way to bring the fun
and amazement of
these
majestic places to
kids.

Beginner’s World
Atlas
Paperback

Our world is constantly
changing and this
refreshed atlas from the
map experts captures the
state of the planet with
colorful maps,
easy-to-grasp stats, and
lots of fun facts--the
perfect reference for
students.

Pocket Genius Series
Paperback

Redesigned in paperback, DK’s best-selling
Pocket Genius series is now available in an
engaging compact and economical format
that is ideal for both browsing and quick
reference for use in school and at home.

Britannica’s First Big Book of
Why
Hardcover

Britannica’s huge, authoritative,
and lavishly
illustrated question and answer
book will satisfy even the most
curious kids, with over 100 questions verified by Britannica
experts.

Merriam-Webster Children’s Dictionary
Hardcover

A world of information awaits in this engaging
illustrated dictionary for kids! Featuring over
35,000 entries and more than 3,000 full-color
photographs and illustrations, this children’s
dictionary makes learning new words fun!
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Fun With Reading

BOB Books Reading Skills
Box Sets
Multiple Copy Pack

Expanding upon the BOB Books stepby-step philosophy, these sets offer
children and their parents a simple
and satisfying structure for getting
ready to read.

BOB Books Wipe-Clean
Workbooks
BOB Books Readers Workbooks
Workbook

Don't miss this jumbo workbook jampacked with stickers and activities
tailored specifically for beginning
readers!

Workbook

Young readers can
practice their early
phonics skills again and
again in this playful
wipe-clean workbook.

Classic Fairytales

National Geographic Readers
Paperback

National Geographic Readers’ combination
of expert-vetted text, brilliant images, and
a fun approach to reading have proved to be
a winning formula with kids.

An Illustrated Treasury of Hans Christian
Andersen’s Fairy Tales; A Favorite
Collection of Grimm’s Fairy Tales
Hardcover

These fairy tales have delighted children and
adults alike for two centuries. Their unique
magic and wonder make them inspiring reading for children everywhere, and this illustrated gift edition is especially designed for little
hands.

STEM Starters
STEM Starter Experiment
Books
Paperback

Young scientists will enjoy
discovering the science behind the
simple phenomena all around them.

An Illustrated Collection of
Fairy Tales for Brave Children
Hardcover

STEM Starter Activity Books
Paperback

Every child needs a strong background in STEM
(Science, Technology, Engineering, Math) Here is
a set of full color activity book that teaches
youngsters STEM
subjects!

A stunning anthology of classic fairy
tales with a twist – darkly magical
stories to inspire courage with
haunting illustrations
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Fictional Favorites
The Stars Did Wander Darkling
Hardcover

A suspenseful and atmospheric
horror set in 1980s Oregon, perfect
for fans of Stranger Things,
Neil Gaiman, and Margaret Peterson
Haddix, from New York
Times bestselling author and the
Decemberists’ front man
Colin Meloy.

The Bad Guys Series

Cat Kid Comic Club
Series

Paperback

In this hilarious illustrated chapter book series, bad
guys are doing good deeds . . . whether you want
them to or not!

Hardcover

Spy School Series
Paperback

Choose Your Own
Adventure Series

Magic Tree House
Series
Paperback

Read the #1 bestselling
chapter book that
started it all! Magic.
Mystery. Time-travel.
Get whisked back in
time in the magic tree
house with Jack and
Annie!

Paperback

These books are different from
other books you've read
before. There are dangers,
choices, adventures, and
consequences ahead of you,
and only YOU can decide what
happens next.

Can an undercover nerd
become a superstar agent?
In the New York
Times bestselling Spy School
series, Ben Ripley sure hopes
so—and his life may depend
on it!

These heartfelt, humorous,
and thoughtful graphic
novels by award-winning
author and artist Dav Pilkey
will have readers of all ages
motivated to unleash their
own creativity.

The Wingfeather Saga
Hardcover

Full of characters rich in heart,
smarts, and courage, On the Edge of
the Dark Sea of Darkness is a tale
children of all ages will cherish,
families can read aloud, and readers'
groups are sure to enjoy discussing
for its many layers of meaning.

Witches of Brooklyn Series
Paperback

There's a new witch in town! A
middle-grade graphic novel
adventure filled with magical
hjinks for fans of Phoebe and
Her Unicorn and Making
Friends.

Dog Man Series
Hardcover

FunJungle Series
Paperback

Join FunJungle’s resident zoo
sleuth, Teddy Fitzroy, as he
solves mysteries and strives to
protect the animals at the zoo
with the bestselling FunJungle
series from New York
Times bestselling author
Stuart Gibbs.

Chickaloonies
Paperback

An all ages, Alaskan tribal
adventure about legends,
language, magic, and the
journey of discovering one’s
own story in our ever changing
world.

Dav Pilkey's wildly popular
Dog Man series appeals to
readers of all ages and
explores universally
positive themes, including
empathy, kindness,
persistence, and the
importance of being true
to one's self.
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Hands-On Activities

Why? Animals
Paperback

If you want to rule in your knowledge about the
animal kingdom and become an expert on all
creatures that crawl, wriggle, run, swim, leap, and
fly, this is the book for you!

Irresponsible Science Series
Hardcover

DK Eyewitness Workbooks
Workbook

Maker Comics Series

Popular history, science, and
geography topics brought out of the
classroom and into your home with
fast facts, activities, and quizzes.
First published in 2007-2009, this
series has been fully revised and
updated for 2020.

Make This! Solve This!
Edible Science
Paperback

Enjoy three books of hands-on
experiments and activities from
National Geographic Kids. Each
book is appropriate for grades 3-7.

It’s never been more important to engage a
child's scientific curiosity, and Sean Connolly
knows just how to do it—with lively, hands-on,
seemingly "dangerous" experiments that pop,
ooze, crash, and teach!

Paperback

All the titles in the Maker
Comics series are a
step-by-step DIY guide that
will help kids roll up their
sleeves and get making with
confidence! Full color
illustrations to walk you
through many fun,
educational activities!

Try This; Try This Extreme
Paperback

Discover what makes science fun in these
engaging books, filled with weird, wacky
science facts, basic principles, and creative
science projects that take interactivity to a
whole new level.

People & History

Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales Series
History Smashers Series
Paperback

Discover the nonfiction series that demolishes
everything you thought you knew about history.
The fun mix of sidebars, illustrations, photos, and
graphic panels make this perfect for fans of
I Survived! and Nathan Hale's Hazardous Tales.

DK Ancient Myths Series

Paperback

Hardcover

Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales are graphic novels
that tell the thrilling, shocking, gruesome, and
TRUE stories of American history. Read them all—
if you dare! Discover shocking and true stories
with the New York Times bestselling graphic novel
series!

Journey into a world of gods and goddesses,
heroes and heroines, extraordinary creatures and
fantastic monsters with these beautifully
illustrated introductions to Ancient Greek and
Norse mythology. These exciting new retelling are
the perfect introduction for kids ages 7-9 who
have an interest in mythology.
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Full of Facts

Who HQ
Who Was; Where Is; What Is; What Is the
Story Of; What Do We Know About
Paperback

Brain Quest Workbooks Grades 3-6

The hardworking Who HQ team of authors, editors,
illustrators, designers, and fact-checkers strive to
bring you the very best books about the most
interesting topics.

Workbook

Loved by kids, teacher approved, and parent
trusted, Brain Quest Workbook reviews and
reinforces what kids are learning in the classroom
in an instantly engaging, entertaining way.

DK Findout!
64 Pages Paperback
Vetted by educational consultants, the
DKfindout! series drives kids ages 6–9 to
become experts on more than 30 of their
favorite STEM- and history-related subjects,
whether Vikings, volcanoes, or robots.

National Parks
Guide U.S.A.
Paperback

The National
Geographic Kids
National Parks Guide
U.S.A. is the perfect
way to bring the fun
and amazement of
these majestic places
to kids.

Beginner’s World
Atlas
Paperback

Our world is constantly
changing and this
refreshed atlas from the
map experts captures the
state of the planet with
colorful maps,
easy-to-grasp stats, and
lots of fun facts--the
perfect reference for
students.

I Survived
Paperback

Magic Tree House Fact Trackers

History's most exciting and terrifying events
come to life in these stories of amazing kids
and how they survived.

Paperback

Nonfiction companions to your favorite
Magic Tree House adventures that are filled
with up-to-date information, photographs,
illustrations, and fun tidbits from Jack and
Annie, the Fact Trackers are the perfect way
for kids to find out more about the topics
they discover in their favorite Magic Tree
House adventures.

Mammoth Math
Hardcover

An offbeat guide to math
from award-winning author
and illustrator
David Macaulay.

Mammoth Science
Hardcover

David Macaulay's troupe of curious mammoths
lead you through the basics of physics, biology,
and chemistry in this unconventional and highly
original guide to science.
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Sink into Science
Absolutely Everything!
Hardcover

Science Comics Series
Paperback

Every volume of Science Comics
offers a complete introduction to a
particular topic. These gorgeously
illustrated graphic novels offer wildly
entertaining views of their subjects.

Discover how history, nature, and science
connect in this fast-paced, entertaining, and
incredibly informative history of the world, from
the beginning of time to the present day.
Award-winning Absolutely Everything! has
become a household favorite – perfect for
curious people aged 8–108!

The Highlights Book of How
Hardcover

The Highlights Book of How features some of kids’ most
inquisitive science questions about how things work
submitted by real readers over the years alongside
expert answers so curious kids everywhere can learn
exciting new things. Integrating STEM content, experiments and activities, this 352-page how-things-work
book offers in-depth explanations based on things kids
are curious about.

DK Treasures

DK Eyewitness Series
Paperback

Part of the best-selling DK Eyewitness, this popular title has
been reinvigorated for the next generation of informationseekers with a fresh new look, new photographs, updated
information, and a new “eyewitness" feature—fascinating
firsthand accounts from experts in the field.

Paperback

DK Treasures: Nature’s Treasures; Dinosaurs and Other
Prehistoric Life; The Secret World of Plants; An Anthology of
Intriguing Animals; The Mysteries of the Universe

Get ready for 2023 with
all the latest and greatest
information on animals,
science, technology,
conservation, and more
in this worldwide
best-selling almanac.

Get ready to explore fun facts and exciting new scientific discoveries
as this best-selling picture book will illuminate imaginations and spark
curious minds to explore the vastness of space. The engaging
storybook-style descriptions and simple text shed a light on facts,
myths, and key discoveries about the universe, perfect for children
aged 7-9 to explore the wonders of our solar system and beyond.

Almanac 2023

Hardcover

Welcome to the Museum Series
Oversize Hardcover

Welcome to a museum that is always open to explore. These beautiful books make knowledge both
accessible and beautiful.
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